The Invacare® Top End® Crossfire™ All Terrain Wheelchair is the monster truck of wheelchairs and is designed to leave some serious tracks. Do you like to hike, fish, camp, hunt, kayak, garden or go to the beach? You can do it all with the Crossfire All Terrain Wheelchair. Built of 6061 T6 Aluminum, it is equipped with enormous 25” x 2.75” knobby wheels and huge 8” x 2” front casters for extreme traction. The Crossfire All Terrain Wheelchair is engineered with mega ground clearance, plus forward and side-to-side stability so that you can conquer the toughest terrain.
Features
6061 T6 Aluminum frame
Adjustable center-of-gravity
Camber 0-9°
Lock down folding back
Adjustable back height
Adjustable tension seat upholstery
Adjustable tension back upholstery
24" or 25" high performance Sun® wheels
Hard anodized handrims
24" or 25" x 2.75" knobby tires
8" x 2" front casters
Adjustable height and angle footplate
Powder coat paint
Weight capacity 250 lb.

Options
Spinergy® Spox wheels
Quad release axles
Titanium axles
Coated pushrims
Titanium handrims
Natural Fit® handrims
Fixed back
Push handles
Carbon fiber sideguards
Removeable sideguards
Folding sideguards
Wheel locks
Positioning straps
Alignment gauge
Footplate risers
2" cushion
Anti-tip bars

Model #: CRFAT

1. 24" or 25" x 2.75" knobby wheels and tires
2. 8" x 2" front casters
3. Engineered for front and side-to-side stability
4. Center-of-gravity adjustment
5. Anti-tip option
6. Optional push handles, wheel locks and anti-tip bars
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